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UD RESEARCHERS HELP DESIGN AND BUILD TELESCOPE
BEING USED ON SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
DAYTON, Ohio -- Astronauts on shuttle missions can zoom in on objects from 210
miles up in space--thanks to a high-tech computerized telescope the size of an attache case.
It was designed and built by researchers at the University of Dayton and the Human
Engineering Division of Armstrong Laboratory.
The telescope is part of the Experimental Man-in-Space (EXMIS) program at WrightPatterson Air Force Base. On the weeklong Atlantis shuttle mission in November, astronauts
used the instrument to quantify how much can be seen from orbit--in this case, a payload
specialist spotted more than 90 percent of predetermined ground-based sites.
The University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI) built SpaDVOS !--which stands
for Spacebome Direct View Optical System--using a prototype developed by Lee Task, then
chief scientist in the Armstrong Laboratory. The telescope's features include:
a zoom lens that magnifies from eight times to 40 times--allowing astronauts
to peer at the earth as if from a low-flying airplane;
••

a color video camera for recording what astronauts see for later viewing;
a built-in computer with a keypad. Specially designed software gives
astronauts the ability to enter mission-elapsed time and store coordinates to
indicate ground object locations; and
automatic tracking, allowing astronauts the ability to manually or automatically
track ground-based targets.

The telescope is mounted in the rear overhead flight deck window of the shuttle. It
was assembled in UD's electronics lab and machine shop under optical, electrical and
mechanical specifications from UDRI and Human Engineering Division researchers.
-more-
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Shuttle Telescope: Page two
"We designed it for the ergonomics of operating in a shuttle in zero gravity. All the
edges are rounded--in case an astronaut should float into it," said Allan Lightman, UDRI
research physicist. "Major components were selected from commercially available optics in
order to keep the cost down, yet the final assembly's resolution performance exceeds the
human operator's."
The Air Force is pleased with the telescope's performance, according to Captain Jim
Whiteley, director of the EXMIS program.
"We essentially accomplished what we hoped for with the SpaDVOS unit," he said.
"The information we obtained about the quality of the earth's atmosphere and man's ability
to resolve terrestrial objects from a low-earth orbit were especially noteworthy."
Noting that Tom Hennen, payload specialist for the SpaDVOS and a Columbus
native, was able to locate more than 90 percent of the ground sites, Whiteley said, "That's
impressive to us. We have hopes of continuing with the space program, modifying our
research efforts to include a larger array of sensors."
Although Pentagon officials are interested in the telescope's military capabilities,
peacetime applications could include environmental research, according to Dennis Stafford,
supervisor of UDRI's electrical and computer engineering division.
"For instance, if a hurricane wipes out part of the rain forest in a particular area, you
could use the telescope to get a quick estimation of ecological damage by looking at the
coloration of the forest," he said.
Working in collaboration with the Armstrong Laboratory, UDRI researchers have
built two telescopes for shuttle missions. Both underwent a myriad of inspections before
one flew aboard a Department of Defense classified mission in 1990 and the other made its
inaugural flight aboard the Atlantis shuttle in 1991.
-30For media interviews, contact Dennis Stafford at (513) 229-3216, Allan Lightman at (513)
229-3938, Jim Whiteley at (513) 255-8863 or Lee Task at (513) 255-8816. Stafford has
sketches and photos of the telescope.

